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Abstract 

First-tier cities are the engine and core of China's economic development, characterized 
by large population density and limited land resources. In recent years, with the influx 
of large workers, the contradiction between land supply and demand has become 
increasingly acute and high housing prices, thus causing a large number of demand for 
rental. The survey found that China 's housing rental market system is not perfect, in the 
market transactions such as untrue information, high intermediate cost, "black 
intermediary" and other illegal transactions, causing substantial damage to the interests 
of urban workers' rental groups. After research, China 's solutions are mostly focused on 
the policy level, rarely involves technology, and blockchain technology has the 
advantages of decentralization, autonomy, openness, anonymity, data tampering, etc. If 
the blockchain technology is applied to the field of housing rental to develop new 
business models, it will effectively solve the problem in technology, meet the needs of 
employees in big cities, and promote the long-term healthy development of China' s 
economy. 
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1. Research Background 

In recent years, China 's economy has maintained rapid and healthy development, and more 
and more workers began to flock to employment and life in first-tier cities such as Beijing, 
Shanghai, Guangzhou and Shenzhen, and become an important driving force promoting China' 
s economic growth. However, the development of China 's first-tier cities is also facing many 
problems, affected by large population density, land resources scarcity, the first-tier cities 
commercial housing supply and demand contradiction has been very prominent, gradually 
derived into today' s high housing price problem, which makes many workers to big cities, make 
many outstanding talents and young labor continuous outflow, high housing price has become 
a big hidden trouble affecting the high-quality economic development of first-tier cities. 

As shown in the figure one, China's first-tier cities prices in 2015 to 2019 has been high and fast, 
access to relevant information to Beijing, Shanghai, guangzhou, shenzhen in this period of 
worker income growth rate is 150%, 161%, 153%, 139%, data comparison is found that in 
addition to Shanghai housing growth and laborer income growth is basically flat, the other three 
cities are higher than worker income growth, too high prices make first-tier cities employment 
groups feel out of reach, have to house rental. 
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Figure 1. China’s first-tier city housing price changes schematic diagram 

 

The composition of the new employed people in the first-tier cities is relatively diversified, 
mainly composed of four parts of fresh college students, young migrant workers, entrepreneurs, 
and accompanying family members. Whether it is fresh college students or young workers or 
entrepreneurs, because they have relevant professional knowledge and work skills, they are 
easy to obtain jobs in economically developed first-tier cities, but also have the willingness to 
conduct long-term development in big cities. The above groups have two remarkable 
characteristics, one is low initial income and insufficient economic strength; second, working 
in a strange city needs a shelter, so the housing demand is urgent, which constitutes a universal 
living problem. As a matter of fact, new urban employment workers are facing the social reality 
of "high housing price and low income" in big cities, which makes it impossible to have 
economic strength to buy high-priced commercial housing in the short term, so renting houses 
has become the only choice to meet their urgent living needs. 

With the increasing rental demand, the scale of housing rental market is expanding, but due to 
the short development time, lack of relevant laws, illegal trading factors, our housing rental 
market system is not perfect, such as housing information, less housing selection, and 
intermediate cost market defects, and exposed bad intermediary false propaganda, random 
modify housing information, starting price and bad service attitude. Because the above groups 
have the characteristics of lack of social experience, lack of economic sources and urgent 
demand for rent houses, it is easy to become the victims of such problems, and the relevant 
rights and interests are difficult to be effectively safeguarded. In the face of the above problems, 
the Communist Party and government in China have been actively solving the problems, such 
as the rental reform of "sharing the same right to rent and purchase" and rental subsidies, which 
have eased some social conflicts to some extent. 

After consulting literature and market research, it is found that the Chinese government's 
measures to solve similar problems mainly focus on the policy level and rarely involve the 
technical level, so it is more advantageous to seek new ways to solve the problem and feasible. 
In recent years, with the rapid development of Internet technology and computer information 
technology, blockchain as a new technology in people's vision, because it has decentralization, 
autonomy, openness, tampering, anonymity, if the blockchain technology to the field of housing 
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rental in China, develop a new housing rental business model, can effectively alleviate many 
problems in the housing rental market.We will reduce the intermediate transaction cost of 
rental housing, improve the quality of employees, so that those in first-tier cities can benefit 
from it, meet their needs for a better life, and truly change life through science and technology. 

2. Technical advantages of blockchain 

Blockchain is essentially a decentralized chain data repository using cryptographic algorithm, 
originally proposed in the concept of Bitcoin, with the progress of the fourth technological 
revolution and the development of computer information technology, blockchain began to be 
deepened into application in many fields, forming the recently emerging blockchain technology. 
Based on the era background of sharing economy development, this technology sets off the 
technological application technology change in many industries, which provides a new way to 
solve the chaos of China's housing rental market. 

Taking advantage of the increasingly perfect blockchain technology decentralization, autonomy, 
openness, anonymity, and tamper proof, data security reliability and traceability, design new 
housing rental business model, can effectively realize the supply and demand of housing rental, 
reduce the intermediate transaction cost, improve the housing utilization efficiency and rental 
service quality, to meet the needs of a better life of workers in contemporary first-tier cities. 

 

 
Figure 2. Introduction to the technical advantages 

 

Decentralization represents the blockchain is an end-to-end network collection composed of 
many blocks, each block with a node, there is no centralized management organization, 
technically directly realize the client and homeowner information correspondence, and 
autonomy can let the block chain in each node based on the consistent security agreement in 
the risk-free environment, so can fundamentally eliminate external interference for 
transactions, effectively solve the "black intermediary" illegal transactions in the current 
housing rental market in China. 

Blockchain data exchange environment although put an end to the interference of external 
institutions, but this does not mean that blockchain data is completely fuzzy not open, on the 
contrary, another characteristic of blockchain is open, that is to say, the information in the 
blockchain is open and transparent, and any unit can join it, which can fully broaden the source 
of housing rental, provide diversified, multi-level, real and transparent housing information for 
renters to choose. 
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In order to establish a fair and reasonable market order, China 's price and market supervision 
departments have jointly enforced the law for many times, but the "black intermediary" and 
rental illegal transactions have been repeatedly banned. Even the direct transactions between 
homeowners and tenants may damage the rights and interests of renters due to the existence 
of the seller' s market. Blockchain can provide new solutions to the problem at the technical 
level. Blockchain uses the hash function in cryptography, through which each independent 
block is connected, which makes the blockchain information untamper proof, directly 
eliminates the possibility of selling over one room and sitting at the starting price of rental 
information, and effectively promotes fair trading. On the other hand, the traceability of 
blockchain provides solutions to the disputes that may arise after the rental transaction. The 
traceability of the transaction information makes the party violating the transaction rules 
nowhere to hide, forcing buyers and sellers to abide by the transaction rules and market order, 
and promote the sustainable and healthy development of China's housing rental industry. 

3. Current of housing rental Market 

3.1. Strong demand for housing rental market in first-tier cities 

China's first-tier cities housing rental market is very prosperous, there are three main reasons, 
one is with the popularization of rental economy, sharing economy, more and more workers 
are more willing to use their income to improve life and enjoy data consumption, and not willing 
to go to bear the bank high mortgage, so rent to become the most cost-effective choice. Second, 
housing rental can effectively solve the problem of first-tier city workers urgent living, while 
meeting the needs of workers at the same time, broaden the channel of income source of 
homeowners, increase its property income, improve the consumption power of the whole 
region, to drive the prosperity of regional market economy, so our governments also 
consciously promote the development of the housing rental industry, boost its rapid 
development. Third, the contradiction between supply and demand of China's first-tier cities, 
this is the main reason, because first-tier cities can be used to develop less land, high land price, 
high demand, supply and demand boost the high housing prices, high commercial housing 
prices make countless workers have to solve the living problem through housing rental, make 
the housing rental demand in our first-tier cities is too strong. 

3.2. Urgent need of market chaos 

As mentioned above, "black intermediary" illegal trading has been a big disease in China's 
housing rental market, its reason, is still the land resources supply and demand imbalance, the 
scarcity of land resources and competitive high price problems stimulated a lot of rental 
demand, and the first-tier cities with large population, social mobility and other characteristics 
determine the homeowner can only provide housing information to housing rental 
intermediary, entrust its trading. During the recruitment season, a large number of renters 
flood into the housing rental market, and the housing information in the intermediary hands 
has become a treasure resource. The extreme imbalance between supply and demand not only 
raises the rent price under the market law, but also affects the choice of renters.Chinese real 
estate intermediary services such as information disclosure, one room rental, false publicity 
and land starting price are still widespread, but at present, there are only a few part of the cases 
reflected in the regulatory authorities, and the interests of countless renters have been 
substantially damaged. 

3.3. New employment population in first-tier cities continues to rise 

This paper statistics the number of new jobs in four first-tier cities, including Beijing, Shanghai, 
Guangzhou and Shenzhen, in the past five years (including the statistical value of Shanghai is 
the number of new posts), as shown in Figure 3, 
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Figure 3. The number of newly employed peoele in China’s first-tier cities in the past five 

years 

 

The new employment population in China's first-tier cities every year has been at a high level 
every year. Even Shenzhen, with the least newly employed population, has maintained an 
annual growth of at least 100,000. However, Shanghai has more than 500,000 new jobs, nearly 
600,000, which shows the huge pressure of urban population. From another point of view, 
although China's first-tier cities add a large number of employment population every year, but 
the increment is relatively stable, such as Beijing, Shanghai and other places have shown signs 
of incremental decline, such as Beijing in 2016,428,000 and 2020, considering the COVID-19 in 
2020, new employment population may decrease, but in 2019 new employment population is 
only 351,000, compared with three years ago. The situation reflects the school-age population 
began to become rational, no longer the choice of urban employment, on the other hand also 
reflects the high housing price began to show the negative effect of urban economic 
development, high commercial housing price and living cost makes a large number of workers 
are unwilling to enter the city employment life, led to the outflow of talent and the reduction of 
the workforce, in the long run, will certainly hinder the economic development of our country, 
so explore the new path of urban housing rental transaction, to meet the needs of a better life 
is more urgent. 

4. Application Design of Blockchain Technology in House Leasing 

4.1. Structural Design of blockchain 

Blockchain can be simply divided into protocol layer, extension layer, and application layer, 
where the protocol layer can be divided into storage layer and network layer, they are 
independent but indispensable to each other. The I/O performance function of its storage layer 
on data storage largely determines the overall performance of the platform. The network layer 
is through distributed algorithms, encrypted signatures, more data storage and other 
operations, to enable users to obtain more housing information, reduce search costs and avoid 
more risks, make the transaction transparent and protect the transaction information of both 
sides. The next expansion layer is to design intelligent contracts using the information acquired 
through blockchain technology, which will be automatically executed after both parties confirm 
the contract.Finally, the effective application layer obtains more housing information through 
blockchain technology and shows the real housing scene and cases. 
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4.2. Application design scheme 

Blockchain technology in the field of housing rental of the basic ideas is: first, intention tenants 
through the blockchain rental application platform data to search for favorite housing, the 
landlord through publishing housing information, by the blockchain database information real 
and effective, the two signed the intelligent contract, and the platform for private key 
authentication, strictly ensure the security of transaction information. Ensure the execution of 
the contract through the smart contract server. 

Thus, it can be seen that both structural and practical application provide possibilities for the 
development and application of blockchain technology in the field of housing rental and leasing. 
The specific development and application mode is shown in the figure below. 

 

 
Figure 4. Schemram of Schemstration 

 

As shown in Figure 4, renters, as a new user, need to log into the blockchain rental application 
platform for registration, and then log into the platform to browse the housing resources, and 
choose the suitable housing resources according to their own situation. When they have the 
rental intention, they can contact the landlord to continue to have an in-depth understanding. 
And housing rental homeowners can upload their housing information on the blockchain 
application platform, after the background, failed the system needs to feedback to the 
homeowner, when the housing information audit, once the buyer and seller can submit the 
required information, sign a system design of intelligent contract, the contract to the blockchain, 
and then the contract, finally end the business and evaluation and feedback. Moreover, because 
of the characteristics of blockchain anonymity and non-tamper ability, neither the tenant nor 
the homeowner need to disclose their personal information in order to prevent the disclosure 
of personal privacy, and all the housing information accessed by the tenant is real and effective 
and cannot be tampered with in the transaction. Application process is simple, safe and effective, 
and transparent information, broaden the source channels of rental housing, effectively reduce 
the intermediate transaction cost of renters rent, because the characteristics of the 
decentralized blockchain also fundamentally solve the problem of intermediary illegal 
transactions, finally improve the goal of employment rental quality, help solve the current living 
problem of the population in the first-tier cities in China. 

5. Difficulties in the program implementation and its countermeasures 
and suggestions 

Although the application of blockchain technology has broad prospects in the field of housing 
rental, and this paper provides a feasible application design scheme, it is not easy to make an 
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efficient and reasonable use of blockchain technology, and the implementation of this plan is 
still facing some difficulties. Specific performance is, First, blockchain technology is not fully 
mature, Transformation and difficulties in research and development achievements, For 
example, blockchain transaction delay, limited capacity, high maintenance costs, no trust and 
other technical problems hinder its specific application in housing leasing; Second, the lack of 
key talent, Although the blockchain has been more than a decade since its emergence, But as its 
concept is obscure, Learning is more difficult, China has been lacking a high level of blockchain 
development and maintenance team; Third, the lack of relevant policies and legal support, 
There are no laws and regulations specifically in the field of blockchain, Local governments are 
also uncertain about the preferential policies supporting the development of blockchain 
technology, Lack of continuity; Fourth, blockchain technology is still more difficult to promote 
among consumers, Since ordinary people involve very little in the field in their life, Even for 
some corporate executives, For the blockchain is also mostly a half-known solution, This will 
lead to a general unwillingness to accept the technology brought about by blockchain 
applications, It becomes a major obstacle to its promotion and utilization. 

In the face of the above difficulties, governments, enterprises and consumers should all join in 
the process of solving the problem. First, our government as the manager and guide of the 
whole society should understand that the promotion and application of blockchain as a new 
technology is of great significance to the high-quality development of Chinese economy. For 
example, the application of blockchain in housing rental in this paper can effectively solve the 
problems of rental difficulties and intermediary illegal transactions in first-tier cities in China. 
The government should give it appropriate policy and legal support to ensure that local 
governments have preferential policies to promote the development of blockchain and 
properly balance regional differences, and make more legislative appeals to help the legislature 
introduce special laws as soon as possible to regulate the development and supervision of the 
industry. Enterprises should pay attention to the introduction and training of key talents, 
whether the application of blockchain technology or in the field of housing rental, without the 
support of technical team, on the other hand, the enterprise to use more strategic vision, in the 
market competition, for a moment, ensure the financial support for technology application, 
once blockchain technology application in the field of housing rental is successful, will bring 
long-term interests for the enterprise. Consumption as the end of the whole social and 
economic operation, consumer demand will have a huge reaction on production, consumers 
should learn more about new knowledge and new technology, and strive to accept the social 
reform generated by the application of new technology, which is not only conducive to the 
growth and development of individuals, but also helps to promote the level of scientific and 
technological innovation in the whole society. 

To sum up, under the background of "housing without speculation", blockchain provides a 
possibility for China to solve the problem of housing difficulties in first-tier cities in China at the 
technical level, and the application in the field of housing rental has a huge development 
prospect. This paper holds that to promote blockchain 's "virtual to reality", make virtual 
technology into real industry, and achieve science and technology to change life, is the only 
choice to promote China' s development to high-quality economy and build a modern socialist 
country in an all-round way. 
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